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Abstract

This article provides an in-depth analysis of the targeting preferences of militant Islamists operating in West-
ern Europe. In addition to target types, this study has a particular focus on the degree of target discrimination, 
casualty focus, and soft versus hard target preferences. These features of intent constitute a warning triangle with 
regard to the lethality potential of terrorist acts. There is also a lone actor vs. group perspective included, as well 
as a comparative glance between the targeting preference of militant Islamists and actors from other ideological 
directions in Europe. The main findings are that a soft target focus is dominant and increasing, while particularly 
well-protected targets are almost totally avoided. There is a substantial mass casualty focus, but only few attacks 
lead to such results. Indiscriminate vs. discriminate targeting comes out evenly. The jihadists are more ambi-
tious regarding targets in early planning stages, compared to later in the process. Furthermore, there are higher 
ambitions in launched attacks physically carried out by more than one perpetrator. Both lone actors and groups 
prefer soft targets, but individuals acting alone are more likely to act discriminately and with a limited casualty 
focus. Attacks directed against name-specific individuals are mostly a one-perpetrator phenomenon. Jihadists 
are generally conservative with regard to target preferences, attack approach and weaponry. There is no evidence 
supporting suggestions that there are modus operandi-related differences between AQ and ISIS-linked perpetra-
tors. Shifts in trends seem rather to be influenced by practical and contextual factors.
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Introduction

As soon as the dust settles after a terrorist attack a basic question for security authorities is why the target in 
question was chosen. Even more pressing is the question: will other attacks follow, and if so, who or what are 
the most likely next targets? In addition, security professionals will analyse details of every attack, in order to 
enhance the protection of other potential targets. Finally, knowledge on modus operandi-related issues pro-
vide the best foundation for selecting scenarios to consider - for example, as part of threat assessments related 
to protective efforts, as well as for education and training programmes.

Modus operandi (MO) has traditionally not been given too much attention within terrorism research. Three 
decades ago Max Taylor noted how the focus of terrorism research had been on involvement issues, and not 
event issues.[1] Other senior researchers have since repeated the call for more research on operational issues.
[2] Indeed, the focus on MO has increased in recent years, including works relevant for targeting.[3][4] Still, 
more research on MO issues is needed - not least because there are quite different activities involved.

Targeting research, like other operational issues, is challenging due to the need for detailed information. The 
amount and quality of the information available determine the output. Large datasets with basic information 
are useful for quantitative research on a meta or macro level, but may offer limited insight into operational 
issues per se. More detailed datasets, where the situational contexts can be derived, allow closer examination 
of operational issues and targeting preferences, which this article aims to do.
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More specifically, this article examines the targeting preferences of militant Islamists operating in Western 
Europe from 1994 to 2016. Furthermore, this article focuses on three features commonly attributed to mili-
tant Islamists - that they target indiscriminately, have a mass casualty focus and prefer soft targets. Obviously 
they commit such acts, but to what degree? This is important to clarify since these three features of intent 
constitute a warning triangle regarding the lethality potential of terrorist acts, which is meaningful from the 
perspective of security within a society. These features are also very much illustrative of why militant Isla-
mists represent a threat for European authorities that is more complex than the threat posed by terrorists 
during the 1970s and 1980s.[5] This seems to be somewhat overlooked when comparing different periods of 
time.[6] It will also be argued here that a focus on casualty levels, and on soft versus hard targets, are issues 
that are rarely thoroughly defined and/or measured - even in works focusing on operational aspects.[7] Also, 
claims that terrorists are more ambitious in early stages of planning than later are rarely documented. In 
addition to the issues mentioned above, this article offers perspectives on the issue of lone actor vs. group 
actors, a comparison to actors from other ideological directions within Europe, and some brief recommenda-
tions based on the findings from this study.

Approach and Dataset

Research on targeting-related issues is complex. Ideological, moral, strategic and tactical factors are all in-
fluencing terrorist decision-making, in addition to external factors beyond the control of the perpetrators.
[8] Moreover, interactions between intervening variables make targeting processes profoundly dynamic and 
rarely straightforward.[9] Analysing the situational context is also essential. Here a customized variation of 
the triangle introduced by Cohen & Felson has been adopted; it distinguishes between offender, target and 
situational circumstances.[10] A structured approach, however, cannot necessarily explain target preferences 
and interlinked features. Therefore, process tracing has also been applied.[11]

The dataset utilised here consists of 246 registered plots and initiated attacks in Europe from 1994 to the end 
of 2016.[12] By confining the focus to one region with similar societal conditions, the relevance of the re-
search for policymakers and practitioners is enhanced. As for other inclusion criteria, actors must adhere to 
the Sunni-based jihad ideology, for example as promoted by GIA, GSCP, al-Qaida and ISIS. There must be 
strong indications of a planned attack, or an attack must have been initiated. A plot is defined as a planned 
attack that has not yet been initiated. In order to be registered as an initiated attack, the act must have been 
set in motion against a selected target.

Information available on individual plots and attacks are rated as strong or vague. Strong documentation 
means there are several, well-documented indications that an attack has been planned or initiated. Vague 
documentation means that there are concrete indications that an attack is planned, but the indications are 
fewer and not as precise as in the strong cases. When measuring specific parameters or making comparisons 
in this article, only plots with strong documentation and attacks have been included. Each attack is assessed 
individually, which for example means that Muhammed Merah is coded in the data as being responsible for 
three incidents.[13] This is a prerequisite for a functional dataset on targeting, since every attack is unique. 
Each item has a case ID and, in addition to basic details, numerous MO and targeting related features have 
been registered. Nine target-type categories are established in accordance with observed practices of militant 
Islamists operating in Europe: authorities, diplomatic missions, military, law enforcement, public area, trans-
port, public debate, religious institutions and others.[14] Regarding incidents involving transport, subcatego-
ries were established due to the different nature of the targets within this category. It also makes the analysis 
more useful for the different branches within the transport sector.

This research is built on open sources; the majority of information comes from mass media sources, legal 
documents and official inquiry reports.[15] Furthermore, a number of articles, reports and books on jihad-
ists in Europe have provided detailed information in some cases.[16] Studies on militant Islamist ideological, 
strategic and operational texts have provided important insights about the jihadists’ rationale.[17] Finally, 
online publications from militant Islamists - like al-Qaida’s Inspire and ISIS’ Dabiq - have been examined, 
although propaganda often differs from actions taken.[18]
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One must be realistic with regard to what can be retrieved from open sources. MO research requires detailed 
information, and the security services have richer data materials than academic researchers in this partic-
ular area. This is a main reason for focusing on targeting preferences, rather than detailed decision-making 
processes in this project. The strength of this research lies in the structured theoretical and methodological 
approach applied. By casting the net wide from the start, it has been possible to locate more incidents than 
a narrow approach would have achieved. This has led to a more complete picture with regard to the extent 
of militant Islamists’ actions in Western Europe for the 23 years under consideration in this study, as well as 
strengthened the potential for valid inferences. It is an advantage that the author has developed the dataset 
himself, since close familiarity with the research material ensures consistency with definitions and data inclu-
sion. It is possible, however, that some cases have escaped his attention. Media reports can be overlooked and 
the security services may thwart attacks without publicly acknowledging them.[19] New information also 
sometimes sheds new light on old incidents.[20] It is, however, unlikely that additional information on a few 
missed cases will alter the main conclusions of this research significantly. Geographical boundaries and cus-
tomized coding will make direct comparison with other projects challenging, but the same factors increase 
the relevance of this research for practitioners and policy-makers within the area covered. 

Expressed Intention of Producing Mass Casualties not Reflected in the Results 
Achieved

The first topic addressed in this study involves the three issues of intent - the casualty focus, the hard or soft 
target preferences and the degree of discrimination. To begin with, it should be acknowledged that the num-
ber of casualties does matter. For authorities and the public, the number of fatalities says something about the 
severity of an attack, and for the terrorists it is a parameter for success. It also has considerable impact on the 
relationships between media coverage, public fear and political pressure on authorities to act more decisively.
[21] However, mass casualty attacks may also backfire against terrorists in different ways.[22] A common 
definition of a mass casualty incident  is that it involves a number of casualties, calling for an extraordinary 
effort from the emergency services.[23] Most analysts avoid setting a fixed number of fatalities in order to 
define a mass casualty incident, since local emergency capacities vary, but contextual information will most 
often clarify whether the casualty potential is low (e.g. five or fewer victims), or higher. In the latter case 
emergency capacities are likely to be activated regardless of location.

In 194 cases it has been possible to assess the casualty focus. 47 plots have vague documentation and are 
excluded from further analysis. According to the 77 plots with strong documentation, there is a mass casualty 
focus in 87.0% of the plots (see Figure 1.1), and a limited casualty focus in 22.1% (in seven plots both alter-
natives are present). In contrast, for the 70 launched attacks the mass casualty focus is down to 54.3%, while a 
limited casualty focus exists in 45.7% of the attacks (see Figure 1.2).

A mass casualty focus dominated in plots for almost the entire period. As for launched attacks, the mass 
casualty focus dominated significantly in the 1990s due to the consistent MO applied by GIA-linked groups. 
Meanwhile, a limited casualty focus increased from 2010 onwards. The mass casualty focus among militant 
Islamists is substantial, and it is rarely controversial within their own ranks. Some perpetrators conduct both 
limited and mass casualty attacks, like Muhammed Merah in 2012 and Amedy Coulibaly in 2015 - illustrat-
ing that tactical and practical factors (and not just moral reflections) influence target decision-making.[24] 
Regarding the divergence of casualty focus between plots and attacks, the explanation can be found in a few 
intertwined factors. Groups and larger networks, which dominated the scene until around 2010, seem more 
ambitious than lone actors. Intragroup dynamics and a perception of high capacity can initially trigger ambi-
tious plans, which are reduced during the planning process. The increased limited casualty focus from 2010 
corresponds with more attacks conducted by one perpetrator for the same period of time. The four relevant 
attacks in 2010 were Mohammed Geele’s attack on cartoonist Kurt Westergaard in Denmark, Roshonara 
Choudry’s attack on Member of Parliament Stephen Timms in East London, Lors Doukaiev’s attempt to send 
a parcel bomb to the newspaper Jyllands-Posten in Copenhagen, and the Stockholm suicide bomb attack by 
Taimour Abdulwahab al-Abdaly.[25] Also important to remember in this context is that groups run a higher 
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risk of being detected than lone actors.[26]

This analysis found that 26 of the 70 launched attacks conducted in Western Europe from 1994 to 2016 
caused fatalities. In total 555 people were killed, leading to an average of 7.9 fatalities per attack. Eight at-
tacks caused 523 deaths (94.2%), and seven of these were connected to established networks.[27] The eigh-
teen remaining attacks that claimed lives caused four or fewer fatalities. Accordingly, most of these terrorist 
attacks do not lead to casualties, few attacks cause mass casualties, and those that do are normally the work of 
established networks. Less connected, ‘inspired’ jihadists rarely achieved grave results. It has been a negative 
development for the last few years with more attacks, however, and five of eight mass casualty attacks in the 
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dataset used here took place between January 2015 and December 2016. Several serious attacks have followed 
in 2017.

Weapon type is highly relevant for determining the casualty factor. Bladed weapons (e.g., knife, axe, etc.) and 
vehicles have increasingly supplemented explosives and firearms in attacks for the last several years. In the 
eight attacks causing mass casualties, explosives played an essential part in five of them: the 1995 St. Michel 
bombing, the 2004 Madrid bombings, the 2005 7/7 bombings, the 2015 November attacks in Paris (combined 
with assault rifles), and the 2016 Brussels bombings. The highly lethal potential of military assault rifles in 
particular has been demonstrated on several occasions. Examples include the 2014 Jewish Museum attack in 
Brussels, the 2015 Charlie Hebdo incident in Paris and the 2015 November attacks, also in Paris. The 2015 
Sousse massacre in Tunisia, where one man killed 38 people, fully illustrates the devastating effect that assault 
rifles can produce.[28] As illustrated in Nice and Berlin in 2016, as well as in Stockholm and Barcelona in 
2017, the lethal potential of large vehicles overrunning pedestrians has proven significant.

Increasing Focus on Soft Targets: Hardened Targets are Avoided

Terrorists often consider the basic factor of how well a potential target is protected, and the level of protection 
they observe may range from unprotected to very well-protected targets. The latter are considered hardened 
targets, and typically include state leaders, government buildings, military bases and commercial airlines. 
Targets with no or inadequate protection are referred to as soft targets, and can include unarmed civilians (as 
well as police and military personnel patrolling a street, in contrast to clear-cut distinctions in some reports).
[29] Importantly, the toolbox for preventive measures is extensive, but target hardening does not automati-
cally lead to a hard target status.[30] A target can switch between being a hard or a soft target, for example, 
when additional protection officers are provided on special occasions.[31]

In 205 of the 246 cases it is possible to say something about hard or soft target focus. 53 plots have vague 
documentation and are excluded from further analysis. For the 82 plots with strong documentation, there is a 
hard target focus in 42.7% of them (see Figure 1.3), and a soft target focus in 75.6% (in 15 plots both alterna-
tives were present). For the 70 attacks the hard target focus is down to 14.3% (see Figure 1.4), while there is a 
soft target focus in 88.6% (in two cases both alternatives are present).
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The soft target dominance in plots is evident, but it is even stronger for actual attacks – in other words, the 
frequency of attacks against hard targets has decreased. The likely explanation is the combination of robust 
security at hard targets, and that militant Islamists find it legitimate to attack random civilians. By avoiding 
hard targets the odds for operational success and escape increases for the perpetrators.

As for the few hard target incidents in our database, it is interesting to note that no attacks involved the hard-
est targets, like state leaders or highly symbolic state buildings.[32] These are far better protected today than 
they were just two decades ago.[33] As such, hard targets have become harder, but soft targets are just as soft 
as they have always been. Accordingly, extensive protection does have a deterrent effect, given the fact hat 
operational success is crucial for terrorists.[34] Commercial airliners are the most consistent hard target with 
only four recorded attacks.[35] Interestingly, it is possible to observe a shift of focus from hard to soft targets 
within the law enforcement and military target type categories. From 2000 to 2010 most plots and attacks 
within these categories were focusing on the headquarters of security and intelligence services or military 
bases respectively, which normally will have a hard target status. Since Arid Uka’s attack on U.S. servicemen 
in 2011, a clear majority of plots and attacks have targeted military personnel in a public area, or near the 
entrance of military premises – that is, in situations where they are momentarily most vulnerable. Likewise, 
after Bertrand N.’s knife attack against police officers near Tours in 2014, plots and attacks against the law 
enforcement sector have (with one possible exception) been directed against police on the streets, near or in 
the entrance of police stations, and in one case at their home.[36] In general, it can be said that police person-
nel in public areas represent soft targets for attackers, who have the element of surprise on their side and are 
acting at close range.

Degree of Discrimination

The discriminate factor is strongly linked to the terrorists’ rationality and ethical framework.[37] If they find 
it legitimate to stage random attacks, the range of targets is almost unlimited. Indiscriminate targeting refers 
to attacking random civilians, while if there is some type of constraint in the selection of target, it is discrim-
inate targeting. There are 207 cases where degree of target discrimination is specified. 55 plots have vague 
documentation and are here excluded from further analysis. For the 82 plots where strong documentation 
is available, there is an indiscriminate focus in 64.6% of them (see Figure 1.5), and a discriminate focus in 
54.9% (in 16 cases both alternatives are present). For attacks, the indiscriminate focus is down to 48.6% (see 
Figure 1.6), while there is a discriminate focus in 54.3% (in two cases both alternatives are present).
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Again, the mid-1990s was marked by the Algerian GIA network’s indiscriminate attacks in France, but apart 
from that the frequency of indiscriminate attacks is fairly low and even throughout the 2000s. The difference 
between plots and attacks seen in more recent years is mainly due to the fact that a number of lone actors 
have slipped under the radar and launched discriminate attacks against military and police personnel. On the 
whole, there is nevertheless a considerable indiscriminate focus noticeable among militant Islamists. Occa-
sionally, the discrimination issue has become a topic for internal discussions among perpetrators.[38]

Turning to the discriminate attacks, several types of target groups in European societies have received atten-
tion from the jihadists. As previously mentioned, police and military personnel has often been a focus. Jews, 
Christians and media institutions are also among the frequent targets. Militant Islamists have also launched 
eight attacks against name-specific individuals. Usually these victims have a trophy target status, as they are 
in the public eye and the perpetrator(s) will receive a high level of recognition for murdering such persons. 
Individuals alleged to have insulted the prophet as well as participants in the public debate have been partic-
ularly targeted.[39] So, although freedom of speech is guaranteed in all liberal democracies, those individuals 
who draw public attention to themselves by their words or actions may run a higher personal risk.[40]
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Target Type Categories

Turning to specific target type categories, the starting point for analysis is the 80 plots with strong documen-
tation where targets have been identified and the 70 attacks that were actually conducted during the period 
from 1994 to 2016. A number of plots and a few attacks have involved several target type categories. 

Target type categories 1994-2016 Plots (n=80) Attacks (n=70)

Authorities 13 2

Law enforcement 11 9

Military 17 8

Diplomatic missions 9 2

Public area 30 21

Transport 34 21

Public debate 9 7

Religious institutions 12 5

Others 6 2

As this table illustrates, civilians in a public area and on public transport are the most common target types 
when it comes to plots, and these two categories are also targeted in more than 50% of the launched attacks 
- equally divided between them. Regarding transport, the attacks have primarily been directed against the 
aviation sector and railway trains, except for the bus attacks in the 2005 7/7 and 21/7 cases in London. Look-
ing closer to the threats against aviation, there are four cases involving in-flight incidents and two involv-
ing airports. There are 13 incidents involving rail transport, with attacks against underground services and 
commuter trains dominating. It should be noted that initial plans of targeting the aviation sector are not often 
followed up on in practice, in comparison to plots involving rail transport.

Terrorist interest for targeting top politicians and highly symbolic buildings is evident in several plots, but 
not reflected in actually conducted attacks. This must be due to the high level of protection dedicated to VIPs 
and buildings of this type. However, as has been made clear by the stabbing of MP Timms in 2010 and other 
cases, politicians a step below the top level are more vulnerable for attacks – especially when out of office. 
Diplomatic missions from countries like the U.S. and Israel are well protected, therefore initial interest in tar-
geting them may often be discarded in favour of softer targets. Citizens, servicemen and companies from the 
U.S. and Israel seem to serve as substitution targets to a certain degree, and are addressed later in this article. 

Law enforcement and military personnel are attractive targets, as they are symbolic and representatives of the 
state, and also are often direct parties of the conflict. As described above when discussing hard and soft tar-
geting, we have observed a shift of focus away from the HQs of security services and military bases, to police 
and military personnel on the streets or near police station and military base entrances. Although somewhat 
hypothetical, it is possible that Arid Uka’s killing of two U.S. servicemen in 2011, as well as the 2013 Lee Rig-
by murder, inspired others to use the same attack approach against police and military personnel.

Attacks in the public debate category have primarily been directed against individuals and institutions that 
have, according to the Islamists, offended the Prophet or promoted blasphemy. Most of the cases have been 
related to the 2005 Muhammed cartoons and Lars Vilks’ drawings.[41] It is interesting to note that militant 
Islamists have plotted or carried out more attacks against public debate participants and media individuals 
than politicians. In fact, this is why former Danish police intelligence and security director general Scharf at 
one time called for a critical review regarding the use of close protection capacities.[42]

As in the case of public debate participants, the targeting of religious leaders and institutions has mainly been 
discriminate, like the plots against the San Petronio Basilica in Italy, which has a controversial fresco inside.
[43] The churches of interest to Sid Ahmed Ghlam in Villejuif in Paris in 2015, as well as the church attacked 
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by two men in Normandy (France) in 2016, may have been chosen more at random, and here the perpetra-
tors’ local affiliation may have been a factor.[44] Interest in attacking critical infrastructure targets has been 
low. This includes nuclear facilities, although an interest displayed in a few cases worldwide should be noted.
[45]

Particularly Exposed: American, Israeli and Jewish Targets

A target issue of interest not covered above is that the United States, Israel and Jews have been given sub-
stantial attention in the jihadists’ discourse and rhetoric, since the early days of the jihad movement.[46] Has 
this, however, been reflected in the actions taken? The total dataset shows that there have been U.S.-linked 
targets in 34 of 209 cases where targets could be identified—more specifically, in 9 conducted attacks and 25 
plots. The fact that 12.9% of the 70 launched attacks have targeted U.S. interests or citizens, combined with 
the number of plots where such interest has been identified, shows that statements reflecting anti-Ameri-
can verbal aggression have been followed by action. Launched attacks against trans-Atlantic flights are on 
top of the list with three attacks, followed by two attacks against U.S. embassies carried out by low-capacity 
actors. Casualties in attacks where U.S. citizens have been deliberately targeted are found in the 2011 Arid 
Uka attack against military personnel in transit at Frankfurt airport, and the massacre at the Bataclan concert 
venue in the 2015 November Paris attacks, where the American band Eagles of Death Metal was performing 
on stage.[47]

Regarding Israel and Jews, militant Islamists and Hezbollah represent a current global threat to them - as 
seen in attacks that occurred in South America, Europe and Asia.[48] The total dataset shows that there have 
been Israeli or Jewish targets in 26 cases, more specifically in 19 plots and 7 attacks. Additionally, it has been 
documented that the 2004 Madrid bombers and members of the Cannes-Torcy network planned follow-up 
attacks against Jewish targets.[49] 10% of the 70 conducted attacks were directed against a variety of Jewish 
targets: two schools, two kosher shops, a museum, a synagogue, and a rabbi in a public area. Three attacks 
caused four victims each: the 2012 Merah attack against a Jewish school, the 2014 Jewish museum attack in 
Brussels and the 2015 Kosher shop siege in Paris. No attacks have been launched against Israeli diplomatic 
missions, which have been extensively protected following a Palestinian terrorist attack against the Israeli 
embassy in Bangkok in 1972.[50]

Militant Islamists’ Targeting Preferences in Comparative Perspective

How do the targeting practices of militant Islamists in Western Europe compare to other ideological types 
of terrorists? Although coding issues do not allow strict comparisons, indications can be found by making 
a comparison with all ideological types of terrorists in Europe, using the Global Terrorism Database (GTD) 
maintained by the National Consortium for the Study of Terrorism and Responses to Terrorism (START), 
University of Maryland. The GTD has registered 4,409 terrorist incidents (excluding ambiguous cases) in 
Western Europe from 1994 to 2016.[51]

Figures 1.7 and 1.8 (below) illustrate that the general public is very much exposed to terrorist activity in 
general, since the categories “public area” and “transport” most often involve civilians who have no part in 
the conflict. However, it is important to note that the GTD includes a number of incidents against private 
property, which is not typical for militant Islamists in Europe. It is therefore reasonable to argue that com-
pared to terrorists in other ideological categories, jihadists target people in public areas more actively. Islamist 
terrorists also have a greater focus on the transport sector. As with attacks in public areas, this may be related 
to the mass casualty focus, the intention of spreading fear among the public as well as the societal disruptive 
effect. The jihadists’ interest for targeting law enforcement is similar to that of terrorists in other ideological 
categories, but they give comparatively more attention to military targets. Furthermore, terrorists from other 
ideological directions have initiated more attacks against authorities. However, while the militant Islamists’ 
interest is largely directed against well-protected top-level targets, cases in the GTD also include incidents 
directed against low-level and local authorities.
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Single Perpetrator Versus Duos and Groups

The issues addressed above are also of relevance for the lone actor vs. group actors debate, although it is often 
quite challenging to distinguish between these two actor categories. In general, most lone actors have some 
sort of contact with other extremists.[52] Some of the individuals conducting lone actor attacks have in fact 
been known to have a clear extremist milieu background, yet they have seemingly acted on their own initia-
tive without involving others. One example is the Dutch-Moroccan Mohammad Bouyeri, who killed film-
maker Theo van Gogh in 2004. He had ties with the Hofstad network, but apparently planned and launched 
the attack without involving others.[53] Hence, there is always a substantial uncertainty regarding group and 
network participation when determining who actually may be involved in an attack. For this reason plots are 
left out of the discussion here, and a simple distinction is made between attacks physically carried out by one 
perpetrator and attacks executed by several perpetrators. In total 45 of 70 launched attacks have been carried 
out by a single individual (see Figure 1.9). 
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The table below illustrates findings related to hard or soft target preference, casualty focus, and indiscriminate 
or discriminate targeting attacks only – again, for the period 1994-2016.[54]

Attacks 1994-2016 
(n=70)

Hard 
target*

Soft 
target

Mass  
casualty

Limited 
casualty

Indiscriminate 
targeting*

Discriminate 
targeting

One perp. (n=45) 17.8% 86.7% 37.8% 62.2% 35.6% 68.9%
Several perp. (n=25) 8.0% 92.0% 84.0% 16.0% 80.0% 20.0%

* Two attacks conducted by one perpetrator included both alternatives.

Both categories are overwhelmingly focusing on soft targets for reasons explained earlier. However, there 
are differences when it comes to casualty focus and discrimination. Individuals conducting attacks alone 
have a mass casualty focus in about one third of the cases, while several perpetrators acting together have 
a mass casualty focus in more than four out of five cases. Regarding discrimination, duos and groups have 
targeted indiscriminately in four of five cases. This supports the assumption that groups are more ambitious 
than lone actors regarding a high damage result - both in planning processes and in launched attacks. Those 
conducting attacks alone are more often than not prioritising discriminate attacks. Interestingly, seven of the 
eight attacks targeting a name-specific individual were executed by one perpetrator only. As for the two most 
sophisticated attacks launched by one perpetrator - the in-flight attacks by the shoe bomber Reid in 2001 and 
by the Nigerian millionaire’s son Abdulmutallab in 2009 - these were centrally led. Regarding type of weap-
ons utilised, the overview for the period 1994-2016 is as follows:

Attacks 1994-2016 (n=70) Explosives Firearms Blades Vehicle Others
One perpetrator (n=45) 10 13 18 5 3*
Several perpetrators (n=25) 20 4 2 2 3**

* Three cases involved arson, toxic letters and hand grenades respectively. 
** Two cases involved hand grenades

The single perpetrator category dominates the firearms category, while groups are more often behind attacks 
with explosives. As for bladed weapons use, the single perpetrator category is dominant. The same applies 
for vehicles, where the exceptions are the duos attacking Glasgow airport in 2007 and Lee Rigby in 2013. The 
attacks involving advanced or high-effective (military-grade) explosives, or assault rifles, were all conducted 
by individuals with links to criminal or Islamist networks.[55] For lone actors without such connections the 
‘simple means’ approach prevailed, as it is not easy to acquire weapons illegally in most West European coun-
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tries without risking detection through leakage or entrapment.[56]

Jihadists Appear Conventional in their Targeting and Attack Approaches

In general, militant Islamists in Western Europe are conventional and imitative when it comes to their tar-
geting preferences – in contrast to suggestions implying that ISIS has shown innovation in this area.[57] The 
vast majority of targets can be categorized into a limited number of typical target types, and as such the main 
challenge facing counter-terrorism planners is more the broad range of potential targets the militant Islamists 
can choose from. Having established that the odd targets are few and far between, elaborating on what is not 
often struck becomes an issue. One example is that attacks directed against random private homes have been 
more or less absent, in contrast to what is seen in some other regions of the world.[58] The jihadists are also 
conservative with regard to attack approaches and weaponry. They can occasionally be creative, but are more 
adaptive than innovative, although a high level of sophistication and skills have been shown in a few cases 
- like the 2006 Liquid plot and the 2010 Cargo planes plot. The most advanced plots and attacks have unsur-
prisingly been linked to established, central terrorist networks.

This study did not have at its disposal information that would enable detailed tracking of the decision-mak-
ing processes in each case. Nevertheless it appears that those executing the attacks will normally make the 
final target selection, for the simple reason that most attacks are not centrally organized.[59] Furthermore, it 
has in some cases been noted how central figures or the core leadership have suggested targeting alternatives, 
but have still given the perpetrators a say in the final decision regarding target selection.[60] In some cases, 
target proposals from the core leadership have also been rejected by the perpetrators.[61] From an opera-
tional point of view, leaving the target selection to those on the front line has advantages. They will often have 
local knowledge, be able to blend into the surrounding, and are in a better position to map potential targets 
that carry a limited risk of detection during the preparatory stage.

MO and targeting-related differences between AQ and ISIS operatives in Europe are hard to identify. Shifts in 
modus operandi trends appear to be influenced more by contextual and operational factors than by network 
affiliation. It is true that ISIS has a proven ability to launch complex mass casualty attacks, but so had AQ in 
the past. The one attack that arguably has had ISIS characteristics - since beheadings became an ISIS signa-
ture from 2014 onwards - was the previously mentioned 2015 Lyon Air Products factory incident, where the 
perpetrator beheaded his boss. That said, intentional beheadings were also observed in several jihadists cases 
in Europe before then, e.g., in the 2004 attack against Theo van Gogh, the 2007 Parviz Khan plot and the 
2013 Lee Rigby murder.[62]

What are the Lessons Learned?

Based on the findings of this research into targeting, some brief recommendations can be made. First of all, 
it has been noted that politicians a step below the top level may be the ones most vulnerable for assassination 
attacks. Since close protection services are a limited resource, behavioural advice from security authorities 
and less resource demanding protective efforts based on individual threat assessments offer more cost-effec-
tive approaches. When it comes to highly symbolic buildings and premises, like parliaments and government 
institutions, the general absence of attacks indicates that physical protective measures work. This fact should 
inform considerations about creating security perimeters around other key institutions.[63] When it comes 
to diplomatic missions from exposed countries like the US and Israel, the substantial security efforts appear 
to have a deterrent effect, taking into account that there were only two incidents in our dataset.[64] It is also 
possible that previous failed attempts to enter U.S. and Israeli embassies may have contributed to the de-
terrent effect. One example is the incident at the Israeli consulate in Berlin in 1999, when three Kurds were 
killed by Israeli security guards during an attempt by more than 50 Kurds to storm the consulate.[65] When 
it comes to police and military personnel in public areas, vulnerabilities have been disclosed with regard to 
attacks from close quarters. Accordingly, proper tactics must be applied when they do patrols or guard duty.

Attacks against crowds in public areas and in transport represent the most challenging issue, since it is not 
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possible to protect everyone everywhere all the time. Despite this fact, a structured combination of physical 
security efforts, police response capabilities and rational behaviour from those attacked can make a positive 
difference in this area. Certain crowded areas will benefit from the use of physical protection in the form of 
bollards, balustrades and vehicle barriers, in order to counter vehicle attacks and vehicle-borne IED attacks. 
Moving to police, a rapid response is vital when attacks take place, as acknowledged by French authorities 
after the 2016 Nice attack.[66] The density of ordinary police coverage of an area is key, since local policemen 
are most often first on the scene – if they have capacity to counter armed threats. Dedicated mobile response 
units can be established in major cities, like the armed response vehicles in London.[67] This is a cost-effec-
tive alternative, compared to maintaining a permanent police presence in a large number of locations. 

On top of this, national counterterrorism units, bomb disposal teams and negotiators possess crucial exper-
tise for some of the most difficult situations. During periods with a high or critical threat level, there will be 
a lack of sufficient police resources to secure key assets, buildings and premises. Special police units can be 
established for this, like in Berlin, where a dedicated local unit is securing non-federal assets.[68] It is also 
important to further develop police-military cooperation, as proven with Operation Sentinelle in France.[69] 
As for the general public, information campaigns from security authorities regarding how to behave when 
observing suspicious activity or experiencing attacks are potential lifesavers.[70] Such campaigns can also be 
of value in order to detect lone actors, who have proven difficult to detect in time with an intelligence-driv-
en approach alone.[71] When it comes to lone actors, research has made clear that information about an 
impending attack is often being disclosed among those closely surrounding the perpetrator (e.g., family and 
friends).[72]

Recommendations for public areas are also relevant for public transport. As for the aviation sector, airliners 
are generally well protected. As demonstrated with the Rajib Karim case from 2010, however, the insider 
threat needs more attention.[73] Some countries have taken intensified efforts to counter this threat, as seen 
in France.[74] As for airport and railway terminal buildings, they are hotspots that need special attention. 
Crowds in check-in zones and counters related to some specific airlines linked to certain countries must be 
given enhanced attention. Finally, the cyber threat, which has worried counter-terrorism officials for years, 
should not be neglected.[75] 
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